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FEATURES
WEAPON SLING SYSTEM 1 .0, 34-01586A

F E AT U R E S
* Padded shoulder/neck pad gives 

great comfort when carrying the 
weapon even for extended periods.

* Muzzle holder with elastic cord built 
into the shoulder/neck pad keeps 
the weapon tight on your chest 
when you need that.

* Side release buckles makes it easy 
and fast to change configurations.

* With a vest strap mounted on the 
vest the weapon can be carried 
attached to the vest. This takes the 
uncomfortable load off the neck 
common with ordinary weapon 
slings.

* The sling is adjustable in both ends.
* The system includes two vest 

attachment straps, which can be 
attached at each shoulder. The 
weapon can then be carried 
hanging centred or at one shoulder, 
right or left.

V E R S I O N S
Black=  34-01586A01-000
Grey=  34-01586A09-000
Olive=  34-01586A17-000
Multicam=  34-01586A56-000
All colours are IRR.

W E I G H T
200 g.

MAT E R I A L
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyester.
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This is the weapon sling SYSTEM that can be used in many different ways 
depending on your weapon, mission and personal preferences.

It is comfortable and fast to use as a stand alone product or connected to your 
vest or plate carrier.



PARTS
WEAPON SLING SYSTEM 1 .0, 34-01586A
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C1. A. Shoulder/neck pad with closed cell 
foam is comfortable and does not absorb 
water.

B. Elastic storage pocket for foam ear 
plugs. It is always good to have a spare 
pair with you.

C1. Male side release buckle connection 
between the shoulder/neck pad and the 
attachment strap or vest strap and 
attachment straps.

C2. Female side release buckle connection 
between the shoulder/neck pad and the 
attachment strap or vest strap and 
attachment straps.

D1. Butt-stock end attachment strap.

D2. Muzzle end attachment strap.

E. Silent weapon connection loop.

F. Carabiner to attach the attachment 
strap in the weapon.

G1. Male vest strap.

G2. Female vest strap.

H. Velcro roll up ends to keep the straps 
in an individually adjusted length.

I. Pull tab with a tactical bump to make it 
easy to grab.

J. Elastic muzzle holder with pull tab. 
Keeps a weapon tight to your body when 
carried in a sling.

K. Tri glide buckle to adjust the length of 
the straps.

C2.
C1.



Two point configuration.
The sling is mounted in the front 
and either in the back of the 
butt-stock or to the rear of the 
receiver.

Note: J= Elastic muzzle holder end.

Two point configuration.
The rifle carried with the sling 
mounted in the front and the back.

Adjust the length of each attach-
ment strap.

One point configuration.
The sling is mounted to the rear of 
the receiver, not at the butt-stock as 
the weapon will hang too low.

Two point configuration.
These components are used:

Shoulder pad, attachment straps and 
silent weapon connection loop(s) 
and/or carabiner(s).

CONFIGURATIONS
WEAPON SLING SYSTEM 1 .0, 34-01586A
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One point configuration.
These components are used:

Shoulder pad, attachment straps and 
silent weapon connection loop(s) 
and/or carabiner(s).

One point configuration.
Details of the connection with the 
silent weapon connection loop used.

One point configuration.
With the muzzle attached in the 
elastic muzzle holder. Keeps the 
weapon tight on your chest.
Note: Do not do this when the 
muzzle is hot.

One point configuration.
Detail of the elastic muzzle holder.

One point configuration.
The sling is mounted to the rear of 
the receiver with both attachment 
straps connected together.

J

J



Single point neck configuration.
Connect them like this:

Used with silent weapon connection 
loops and one carabiner.

Single point neck configuration.
The neck/shoulder pad hanging on 
your neck.

Single point shoulder config.
The weapon is connected to the 
attachment straps with one silent 
weapon connection loop and it rides 
along the webbing, keeping the 
neck pad in place when you move 
the weapon.

Single point neck configuration.
These components are used:

Shoulder pad, attachment straps and 
silent weapon connection loop(s) 
and/or carabiner(s).

CONFIGURATIONS
WEAPON SLING SYSTEM 1 .0, 34-01586A
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Single point shoulder config.
The same set up as the single point 
neck configuration, but adjusted 
longer.

Unpadded configuration.
These components are used, 
adjusted as long as possible.

It is a tight fit.

Used with one silent weapon 
connection loop.

Unpadded configuration.
The two attachment straps 
connected and mounted in the 
weapon.

Unpadded configuration.
The side release buckles will end up 
in your neck.

Single point shoulder config.
The weapon pulled down along the 
attachment strap.

Note: Only one attachment strap 
with two side release buckles is 
used.



One side vest configuration.
Attach the vest strap in the back of 
the vest/plate carrier.

One side vest configuration.
The weapon is mounted with one 
attachment strap and connected 
with the vest with one vest strap.

Centre vest configuration.
These components are used:

Two attachment straps and one or 
two silent weapon connection loop 
and/or carabiner.

One side vest configuration.
These components are used:

One attachment strap and one silent 
weapon connection loop and/or 
carabiner.

CONFIGURATIONS
WEAPON SLING SYSTEM 1 .0, 34-01586A
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One side vest configuration.
The attachment strap is mounted to 
the rear of the receiver.

Centre vest configuration.
Attach the vest straps in the back of 
the vest/plate carrier.

The vest straps can be tucked into 
the all the shoulder channels for 
greater comfort.

Centre vest configuration.
The attachment straps are mounted 
to the rear of the receiver.

Used with one silent weapon 
attachment sling.

Opt. centre vest configuration.
Only use one attachment strap but 
with two side release buckles.

Centre vest configuration.
The weapon is mounted with one 
attachment strap and connected 
with the vest with one vest strap.



Silent weapon connection loops.
To get a rattle free connection use 
these loops. 

Direct connection
Were possible you can also thread 
the webbing through the weapon 
directly.

Length adjustment of strap.
Open up the Velcro tabs and adjust 
the webbing to the length you 
want.- long enough to use but as 
short as possible. Roll up and close 
the Velcro tabs. 

Store cable ties .
Two cable ties can be stored in the 
shoulder pad. 

Weapon moving along the strap.
When mounted with a carabiner, 
one silent weapon connection loop 
or a snap hook with ONE attach-
ment strap with two side release 
buckles the weapon can slide along 
the attachment straps.

Silent weapon connection loops.
The weapon can be “free” with the 
loop and slide along the attachment 
straps.

Snap hook connection.
A snap hook is not supplied with the 
weapon sling system, but can be 
used. The weapon can be “free” with 
the snap hook and slide along the 
attachment straps.

Carabiner connection.
The carabiners gives you a easy and 
fast way to change configurations.

DETAILS
WEAPON SLING SYSTEM 1 .0, 34-01586A
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Ear plug compartment.
Store a pair of extra ear plugs in this 
elastic pocket. 


